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1.

Abstract
The completion of the query is the first job of the search engine. Query
completion is a process of suggesting a set of words or phrases Semantics is
the linguistic study of the meanings in a language. It is concerned with the
relationship between words, and phrases. Ontologies can be used to provide
formal semantics. In this paper, we create an ontology using Resource
Description Framework, where the information is symbolized as a triplet i.e.
subject, predicate, and object. Knowledge Graph is a new type of Knowledge
Representation. We propose a simple model that performs query completion
using knowledge Graph with emphasis on object prediction by using
Recurrent Neural Network. There are various graph embedding algorithms
like TransE,, ComplEx, DistMult, and HolE. Embeddings are formed for these
triplets using the graph embedding algorithms. Tensor factorization approach
for embedding relations and entities is proposed. True triplets that are ranked
in the top-N are computed by Mean Reciprocal Rank. The experimental
results show how relevant the query is suggested.
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Introduction

Search for information by the users is rapidly increasing.
The first task of a search engine is the query completion.
Query completion is a collective method for search
engines. Knowledge representation (KR) is the building
model for a particular domain. It allows intuitive
reasoning and understanding. Such formal models are
called Ontology. It can be used to provide formal
semantics. The association of data with proper models
makes the information much more open to machine
processing and interpretation. Ontology is a straight
forward description of conceptualization. Ontologies are
used in information retrieval to represent domain
interpretation that adds a semantic layer to the system [1].
The Semantic Web is a network of data linked up in such
a way that it is processed with ease by machines. It is the
method of representing information on the World Wide
Web. The Semantic web is an add-on to the current web,
in which the information has a precise meaning [2].
Figure 1 depicts the proposed layered approach of
semantic network architecture.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Semantic web
The first layer is the Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) that is the starting point. Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) gives the identity of the resource and
helps in retrieval of data.XML Schema that is the second
layer is used to pinpoint common syntax in the semantic
web. XML namespace identifies various markup
vocabularies. RDF that is the third layer transmits a
semantic model that represents data on the Web in the
graph form. It is made up of triples. The head is a literal
which gives the description of the resource. A predicate
is the type of relationship between the head and the
object. Object is a literal, which represents the "value" of
the attribute. The ontology vocabulary layer is the fourth
layer that defines knowledge. It relates the semantic link
among the various kinds of data. It gives information
about the resources. SPARQL is a demonstrative
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language suggested by the World Wide Web Consortium.
It is used to extract the data from RDF graphs. It
enhances graph pattern matching for searching and
information extraction [4].
Creation of Ontology:

A Knowledge Graph represents the facts; it consists
of entities, relationship, and semantic descriptions.
Entities are objects related to real world and abstract
concepts. Relationship infers the relationship between
entities. Semantic description contains types and
properties of entities with a well-defined meaning. The
Knowledge Graph is visualized as a graph. It is been
generated from a knowledge base.
(Frankfrut, is Capital Of,
Germany)
(Germany, is Located IN,
European Country)
(Germany, is a, country)

Figure 2: Ontology for tourism domain
Fig 2 depicts ontology for the tourism domain. It
consists of class like a Country which has subclasses a
City, State. Germany is the entity of the Country class, is
a is Object property. Germany and Country class is
related by the is a relationship. Frankfrut is an instance of
City class. Subject as Frankfrut, is Capital Of is the
predicate, which is Object Property, Germany is the
object.
Query Auto-Completion is an interactive feature
which helps users in formulating queries by providing
completion suggestions as they type.
Features of QAC:


Helps the user in identifying the right vocabulary to
be used,

Can minimize the typographic errors in the input,

Speeds up the interaction,

Saves user’s time and enhances the search
experience,

Predicts the user’s intended query and saves
keystrokes and helps users to improve search quality.
The query completion, depends mainly on the user’s
click. In query completion the suggestion term that is
most commonly clicked is not to the user’s intended
query. Multi-Armed Bandit is used to place the more
relevant lower ranked completions in the top ranked
completions [5]. To understand the periodical changes in
the popularity of the query Discrete Fourier Transform is
used [6]. The neural network language model is used for
creating personalized query completions [7]. The
semantic similarity between the current queries and the
preceding queries is calculated by using the Word2vec
model. Predicting the query intention is improved by
combining the semantic similarity and query frequency
[8]. Large scale databases use Synonyms and
abbreviations that help in query completion. Top-most
synonyms are used to carry out the completion [9].
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a) Factual triples in Knowledge Base

b) Entities and relations in Knowledge Graph
Figure 3: An example of Knowledge Base and
Knowledge Graph
Figure 3 shows an example of a Knowledge Base and
Knowledge Graph.
The basic concept of Knowledge Graph (KG)
completion is to instinctive deducing missing triples by
taking into consideration triples that exist. This is attained
by carrying out the link prediction on the KG. A link
prediction calculates the probability of an entity connected
to another entity through a relation in the graph. For
instance, given a query (Frankfrut, Is Capital Of, ?), it
could predict that the missing entity is Germany[19]. The
Reasoning is most important for developing a large
Knowledge Graph and also for completion. Learning
methods in Knowledge Graph reasoning are embedding,
rule based reasoning There are different graph embedding
model RESCAL the first matrix factorization based
model , TRANSE this model uses translation based
embedding. TRANSH, TRANSR, TRANSD are the
extended variants of TRANSE, which project the
embedding vectors of entities into various spaces. Rule
learning methods are precise and learn deductive and
interpretable inference rules.
2.

Literature Review

Reasoning is important for building up for big
Knowledge Graph completion. To increase the accuracy
of link prediction various methods are put forth such as
Tensor factorization and simplE. These methods use
semantic features to understand the relationship among
entities. The method known as probabilistic soft logic is
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used as a reasoning method. The tensor factorization
method also helps in the link prediction problem. There
are different graph embedding models like RESCAL is
the first matrix factorization based model, TRANSE, this
model uses translation based embedding. TRANSH,
TRANSR, TRANSD are the extended variants of
TRANSE, which project the embedding vectors of
entities into various spaces.
Ontology carries out reasoning to work out logical
results by using a group of asserted facts and axioms.
Reasoning on ontology relation infers new conclusion.
Different knowledge reasoning techniques are temporal
and spatial reasoning. Reasoning based on time interval is
known as temporal reasoning. Spatial reasoning creates
general knowledge about the entity and geographical
relationship between the entities [20].
Knowledge Graphs are powerful resources for many
Artificial Intelligence projects, such as Question &
Answering, web searching and semantic analysis.
Knowledge Graph embedding is the main step of
Knowledge representation. Knowledge Graphs have
crypto graphed the structured data of relational facts.
Knowledge Graph constitutes of triplets denoted as (h,r,t)
[10]
A Knowledge Graph which creeps the entire web
could be explained as a complete Semantic web.
Knowledge Graph, retrieves and combines data into an
ontology and uses a reasoner to derive new knowledge.
Reasoning capabilities is the essential characteristics to
understand new knowledge [11].
Knowledge Graphs are formed by semantic web
language known as Resource Description Framework. A
new method for embedding Knowledge Graph is through
real valued tensors. These tensor-based embeddings
retrieve relationship from the Knowledge Graph. When
the average degree of an entity in a graph is high, the
tensor decomposition model performs well. This achieves
more improvement in predicting new facts across
Knowledge Graph [13].
There are many embedding techniques such as
TransE, PTransE. TransE and TransH, are easy and
productive. They construct entity and relation
embeddings by taking into consideration the translation
from head and tail entity. In TransE model, relationships
occur by explaining them on the low-dimensional
embeddings of entities. TransE executes effectively in 1to-1 relations. It has issues for modeling 1-to-N, N-to-1
and N-to-N relations. TransH and TransR, let an entity to
have different representations for various relationships. A
cascading embedding framework is introduced in which
extraction of semantic, graph features is taken. These
features are taken from knowledge embedding and graph
embedding. These are the inputs for the cascade learning
model. This helps in handling the challenge of
unbalanced relations [12].
A simple bilinear model for Knowledge Graph
completion is been proposed. Knowing the present links
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between the entities, link prediction helps in predicting
new links for a Knowledge Graph. Tensor factorization
method is useful for link prediction problems. The first
tensor factorization method is Canonica Polyadic, this
method computes two embedding vectors for each entity.
SimplE is the improvement of Canonical Polyadic in
which the two entities are learned dependently, one
embedding vector for each relation and two vectors for
each entity. One vector is used when the entity is head
and other is used when the entity is the tail [16].
Knowledge Graph completion includes time data as
one of the feature in the embedding approach. Long short
term memory (LSTM) model is used to learn the
knowledge graph inferred facts in which time is
augmented [26].
Knowledge Graphs are not static. They are generated
by adding and deleting the triples. Embedding models
aim at static Knowledge Graphs. Embeddings fail to
consider dynamically created Knowledge Graph.
Dynamic Knowledge Graph Embedding consist of two
ways of representation, knowledge embedding,
contextual element embedding. Knowledge Graph
embedding is learnt from scratch by an online algorithm
that yields more accuracy. This model is more robust and
scalable for online learning of embeddings [27].
The creation of the statistical model for relational
data is known as Statistical Relational Learning. There
are two models; the first depends on the latent feature
model such as tensor factorization and multiway neural
networks. The second model is based on extracting the
observable patterns in the graph. A combination of the
above has increased the power of modeling at low cost.
Models on statistical methods of graphs and information
extraction methods based on the text can be used in
creating Knowledge Graphs. RESCAL is a relational
latent feature model that triples via pair wise interaction
of latent features [18].
A framework that combines embedding learning and
rule learning is proposed. Embedding is studied from
current triples and old triples to deduce the rules. Rules
are studied by axiom injection through t-norm fuzzy
logic. Embedding entities are represented as vectors and
its relation are represented as matrices. This is carried out
through a Linear map [21].
A new method for generating negative samples to
train the Knowledge Graph embedding is known as
adversarial learning. This framework depends on the
policy gradient to train the generator, which creates
negative triples. By generating negative samples, the
discriminator model is able to learn better. A single step
REINFORCE method is used to enable back propagation
of error [22].
In this model, the link predictor helps in the
classification process and captures the classes, labeled
and unlabeled data. An algorithm named Classification
Using Link Prediction (CULP) is which uses a novel
formation called Label Embedded Graph and link
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predictor to search the class of unlabeled data. A link
predictor known as Compatibility Score is used as
predictors for CULP. Classification using link Prediction
utilizes a graph called Labeled Edge Graph that enables
the use of link predictor. [14].

3.

Problem Definition

A semantic approach, to auto-complete a given query
using Knowledge Graph.
4.

Proposed Architecture

To enhance the exactness of link prediction a new
method named Entity Link Prediction for Knowledge
Graph (ELPKG) is proposed. Entity link prediction
algorithm is used to know the relationship among entities.
The method adopted is known as the probabilistic soft
logic-based reasoning method. This method adds paths
and semantic based features to understand the
relationship among entities. To compute the similarity of
tuples the Euclidean distance is computed. The two tuples
are similar if the distance between them is the shortest.
This ELPKG addresses the missing relations in the
Knowledge Graph [15].
The
relational
learning
agent
named
MINERVA(Meandering In networks of Entities to reach
Verismiliar Answers) is developed which takes perfect
steps of a decision to choose the relation edges to retrieve
the correct answer. This model is strong and can
understand a long chain of reasoning [25].
Multi-Label Deep Neural Network model
emphasizes on relation prediction. The goal of this work
is to predict the relationship among the entities in a
Knowledge Graph. Link prediction among entities is
important for creating huge ontologies and for
Knowledge Graph completion. If the relation is predicted
accurately it can be augmented to a given ontology. [17]
A novel method that combines the Convolutional
Neural Network and the bidirectional long- and shortterm memory is put forth. Combination of accurate triples
and corrupted triples grouped to form the training
information. Then a Path Ranking algorithm is adopted to
get the relation paths for each training instances that are
relevant to the relation r. Random walks are performed on
the entire graph to understand which relation connects the
source entity with its target. To understand the semantic
co-relation between two entities and the path between
them is done by creating a vector representation. The
paths between the entities are taken up by the attention
process. This model performs multistep reasoning over
path representation in an embedding space. Path encoder
is effective in extracting features from paths in large
graphs [19].

Figure 4: Model Architecture
This architecture gives an overview of query
completion by predicting the object when the subject and
predicate are given. Ontology is created using RDF. By
using SPARQL, triplets are generated. Embeddings are
created for these triplets by tensor factorization
embedding model and trained by the Recurrent Neural
Network model. This helps in predicting the object when
subject and predicate are given.
5.

Implementation

By using tensor factorization that defines two things,
embedding functions for entities and relation. The values
of the embeddings are learned by using the triples from
the Knowledge Graph. Recurrent Neural Network is
implemented using Keras.
6.

Result

Mean Reciprocal Rank is computed for this model as
0.825. The model accuracy is 85%. It reflects how
relevant the query is suggested.
The comparison of Mean Reciprocal Rank with the
previous method, that is Compl Exembedding method is
0.692 [16].

A single high volume RNN model is introduced that
allows chains of reasoning over multiple relation types.
The Neural attention method is used to reason over
multiple paths. To improve speed and accuracy across
multiple paths, pooling is done [23].
This model predicts the whole triples for a given
entity. To get triples in a Knowledge Graph as a
sequence, a new model is proposed to use a Knowledge
Graph specific multi-layer RNN. To predict the triples, a
beam search method is implemented with a large window
size [24].
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Figure 5: Comparison of our model with the ComplEx
model
7.

Conclusion

In the present query completion methods semantics
between the terms is missing. In this article we proposed
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a query completion using Knowledge Graph .A
Knowledge Graph is represented as subject, predicate and
object. Given a subject, predicate this model predicts the
object. It takes into consideration semantic relationship
between entities. The relevance of the query suggested is
computed by accuracy.
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